Event related potentials (ERPs) and alpha waves in cognition, aging and selected dementias: A source of biomarkers and therapy
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Abstract
In 2010, 8% of the world’s population was >65 years of age. The prevalence of dementia in 2015 was 47.47 million, while its incidence was at 7.7 million new cases each year i.e. translates to a new case every 4.1 seconds. Alzheimer’s contributes to 60−70% of cases with dementia. The current global costs of care for dementia is US$ 604 billion/ year. One of the keep obstacles to better treatment outcomes and quality of life is late diagnosis. The present paper covers the role of EEG-based Alpha waves and event-related potential (ERPs) components as biomarkers of cognition and the changes in their features with aging, dementia, and Alzheimer’s.

Introduction
Normal aging and dementia

Epidemiological studies on normal aging and dementia revealed that in 2010 there were 524 million individuals >65 years of age. This accounted for 8% of the world’s population in 2010. The projections for 2050 are that this number is expected to rise to 1.5 billion individuals >65 years and will account for 16% of the world’s projected population [1]. Further alarming statistic is that between 2010 and 2050, the number of older people in less developed countries will increase by 250% as compared with a 71% increase in developed countries [1].

Prevalence of dementia in 2015 was 47.47 million, with 75.63 million and 135.46 million being the projected estimated for 2030 and 2050 respectively [2-6]. Incidence of dementia is 7.7 million new cases each year i.e. translates to a new case every 4.1 seconds. 5%-8% of individuals > 65 age, 15%-20% > 75 age, and 25%-50% of individuals > 85 age have dementia. Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (SDAT) contributes to 60–70% of cases with dementia [1-6].

The implications are that not only infrastructure in terms of health care systems and health care givers need to be up-scaled to meet future needs but that globally systems need to be set in place that can ensure we meet the cost of care. Factors influencing costs include; the cost of providing health and social care to the aged and individuals with dementia, effect on the work force in terms both care givers and younger individuals with early dementia and the effect on the family in terms of loss of income/reduction in income for both care givers and younger individuals with early dementia. Current global costs of caring for people with dementia are US$ 604 billion/ year and the projected global estimates is US$ trillion in 2050 [1-6]. Taken together one can appreciate the significant impact of dementia on the global population.

Electrophysiological studies on cognition

While AD accounts for 60–70% of cases with dementia its clear-cut diagnosis from the other types of dementias namely; normal age-related dementia, frontotemporal lobar degeneration, vascular dementia, dementia with Lewy bodies, Parkinson’s disease dementia, Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease etc requires extensive and expensive clinical and neurological examination and testing [1-8]. Diagnosis and classification of dementia is based on the DSM-5 following a thorough neuro-clinical examination and neurophysiological testing using established tests like the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), the Clinical ,Dementia Rating Scale (CDRS), Ischemic Scale (HIS) and the Instrumental and Basic Activities of Daily Living (IADL, BADL) [9-15]. Individuals whose scores fall within -1 to -2 standard deviation (SD) range (between the 3rd and 16th percentiles) are diagnosed as having mild cognitive impairment and those with scores below -2SD or 3rd percentile major/severe cognitive impairment [9-15].These tests are either form-based or computer-based and may require either a clinician or trained technician and in some instances the patient themselves to fill out the test. The drawback of the tests is that a patient with early MCI may still be able to complete the test quite successfully and thus remained undiagnosed and untreated.

One of the reasons attributed to failure of AD-modifying drugs has been that individuals are diagnosed in advanced stages of the disease [16-22]. In the search for a universal gold standard for diagnosis for
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AD several challenges still exist [16-22]. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers include amyloid-beta (Aβ42) whose levels correspond to amyloid plaque levels in the brain and phosphorylated tau (p-Tau) are capable of differentiating AD dementia, MCI due to normal aging, and non-AD dementia [16-22]. Some of the drawbacks include: the tests are expensive and highly invasive, as CSF is obtained via a lumbar puncture [16-22].

In contrast the EEG is relatively inexpensive and electrophysiological biomarkers obtained from ERPs and brain waves (alpha, beta, theta, and gamma: frequency, amplitude, power etc) could possibly serve as screening and/or diagnostic tools depending on their sensitivity, specificity and accuracy [23]. Electrophysiology (EEG) based tests of cognition have the ability to pick up early changes in brain wave rhythms even prior to biochemical testing and neuro-imaging [1-15]. Due to their cost, the duration and complexity of data interpretation and their cumbersome and temporal nature EEGs were earlier not popular as diagnostic tools. However developments in the field have resulted in more affordable, office-based and/or portable systems. Today's EEG machines are capable of not only recording and evaluating brainwaves (alpha, beta, gamma, delta), evoked potentials and event related potentials (ERPs) but of quantifying and creating 2-D topographical color-coded brain maps comparing a patient's brain function to a normative database via Quantitative EEG (QEEG), as well as using Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) where 2-D EEG data is converted into 3-D data to source locate EEG waves down to the cortical areas/Brodmann Areas (BA) they originate from [24-26].

A key feature of normal aging, pre-senile and AD is neuro-cognitive impairment. The domains related to cognition as stipulated by DSM-5 include: complex attention executive abilities learning/memory, language, visuoconstruction, visuo-perception and social cognition [9]. EEG parameters pertinent to cognition include i) thalamic generated alpha waves (posterior alpha peak frequency) and ii) event related potentials (ERPs) components. These 1-D electrophysiological parameters are converted to 2-D QEEG maps to determine power, coherence and connectivity, 2-D data is then converted to 3-D data via source location of alpha waves or ERPs using LORETA to locate the Brodmann areas (BA) involved is [23-26].

Event-related potentials (ERPs) and cognition

Evoked or event-related potentials (ERPs) (Figures 1a-d) are obtained following an event/stimulus (visual, auditory, motor or task). Figure 1b, Figure 1c and Figure 1d shows the ERP components obtained using NeuralScan by Medea, a state-of-the-art computer-based EEG computer-based system. If for example, the neuro-electrophysiological test lasts 10-minutes and the stimulus is repeated every 30 seconds with a 10 second delay before the next cycle then each epoch that capture one complete stimuli and response cycle are marked out and selected during the EEG recording lasting 10-minutes. The averaged response gives the event-related potential (Figure 1b) for that stimulus. ERP's obtained after resting-state EEG (eyes closed and opened, Figure 1c), or following a specific task to evaluate working memory or from evoked potentials (visual, auditory, odd ball paradigm) or following behavioral motor tests as used to assess the cognitive status. Table 1 provides a concise and comprehensive snapshot of the ERP components, the features pertinent to cognition that they reflect or are elicited by and their source location on the respective Brodmann areas (BA) [27-72]. Provided below are the pertinent definitions.

**ERP component – definitions [27-72]:**

- “P” and “N” denote the positive and negative nature of the ERP components. The number eg: P100 or N100 indicates the latency.
- Peak amplitude: the difference between the mean prestimulus baseline and maximum peak amplitude.
- Peak latency: the time point corresponding to the maximum amplitude and calculated relative to stimulus onset.
- P50: defined as the maximum positivity between 24 and 72 ms poststimulus
- P100: maximum negativity between 65 and 90 ms
- N100: maximum negativity between 70 and 130 ms
- P200 the maximum positivity between 180 and 235 ms (measured for standard and target), and
- N200the maximum negativity between 205 and 315 ms (for target tones).
- The P3a was defined as the maximum positivity between 325 and 500 ms (for the distractor), and the
- P3b as the maximum positivity between 325 and 580 ms (for target tones). P3b amplitude is determined by the amount of attentional resources allocated when working memory is updated
- Slow wave: maximum negativity between 460 and 680 ms (for target tones). Related to the P3b, or classic P300. It is elicited when a deviant stimulus is associated with a task and reflects an update in working memory. (Table 2)

**Event-Related potentials (ERPs) and cognitive impairment in normal aging and dementia**

P50 is generated by the primary and secondary auditory cortices [73]. It is an exogenous cognitive process [74]. It exhibits sensory gating at early sensory stage [75]. Its amplitude is modulated by frontal brain regions thus unrestrained P50 amplitudes as seen in AD are thought to indicate functional disconnection of the prefrontal cortex i.e. it no longer modulates the auditory cortical response [76,77]. Another unique feature is that P50 amplitudes increase in early AD and return to normal levels in advanced stages. The reason for this pattern is that AD in its initial stages attacks inhibitory mechanisms that restrain the P50, in its advanced stages AD impair sensory cortical areas that generate P50 [78-80]. P50 amplitude at C3 in response to standards was found to be the best predictor, with 94.7% sensitivity, 94.1% specificity, and total model accuracy of 94.4%. P50 amplitude was also found to be a significant predictor of CSF amyloid positivity status (Figure 3) [81].

A 5-year follow-up study on auditory sensory (P50, N100) and cognitive potentials (P300) carried out on amnestic MCI (n=41), AD (n=14), and younger (n=22) and age-matched older controls (n=44) showed P50 amplitude and P300 latency increased with normal ageing and the increase was further visible in individuals with MCI and AD [82]. Two other studies using auditory evoked potentials to elicit P50, N100, P200, N200, P300 one using elderly controls (n=12) and MCI (n=15) and the other using age-matched controls (n=16) and MCI (n=17) in a passive listening paradigm with stimulus presentation rates of 2/s, 1/1.5 s and 1/3 s also had similar findings. Amplitudes of the middle-latency components (Pa, Nb, P1 peaking at approximately 30, 40, and 50 ms, respectively) did not differ between groups, but a slow wave between 30 and 49 ms [76,82,83].
Figure 1. 1a) EEG recording obtained during “Eyes Closed” condition using NeuralScan by Medeia, 1b) ERP averages, elicited using the Checkerboard test using NeuralScan by Medeia, 1c) EEG Frequency analysis carried out using NeuralScan by Medeia to capture and calculate Posterior Peak Alpha frequency (Eyes Closed and Eyes Open) and the ratio of Peak Alpha frequency Eyes Closed: Eyes Open and 1d) Visual, Auditory and Information processing/Working Memory Evoked Potentials captured and quantified using NeuralScan by Medeia.
Table 1. ERP Components – Potential Biomarkers of Cognitive Ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERP components</th>
<th>Reflects or Elicited by</th>
<th>Source Localization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short-latency</strong> [27]: Exogenous Cognitive Processes [27] (i.e. modulated by the physical attributes of the stimulus) involved in attention selection mechanisms [28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P100</strong> [29-31] Early sensory processing of attended stimuli</td>
<td>• Posterior visual P100: fusiform gyrus [32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N100</strong> [29-31] Early stage of orienting of attention towards task-relevant target stimuli</td>
<td>• Anterior P100: frontal generators [35]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mid-latency</strong> [27]: Exogenous Cognitive Processes [27] involved in Attention selection mechanisms [28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P200/P2a</strong></td>
<td>▪ Attention modulation process in oddball paradigms [36]</td>
<td>Orbito-frontal cortex [39-42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N200/N2b</strong></td>
<td>▪ Categorization, perceptual closure, and attention focusing, ultimately signaling formation of a perceptual representation. [43-44]</td>
<td>Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and prefrontal sources [47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Long-latency</strong> [27]: Endogenous Cognitive Processes [27] involved in Organization and interpretation of stimulus [28]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P300</strong></td>
<td>▪ Obtained in an oddball paradigm [48-49]; Novel targets elicit a fronto-central P3a response [50] and Rare targets elicit a centro-parietal P3b [50]</td>
<td>▪ P3a : fronto-central hippocampus, medial and inferior frontal, dorsal PFC and anterior cingulate cortex [50-55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error-related Potentials</strong>: Cognitive Processes involved in error monitoring, error recognition, and subsequent posterior response correction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error-related negativity (ERN / Ne) response</strong></td>
<td>▪ Emerging between 40-150 ms following an incorrect behavioral response/a commission error [62]</td>
<td>▪ Caudal ACC [66-69,72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Error-related positivity (Po) [54]</strong></td>
<td>▪ ERN reflects an initial automatic brain response as a result of an error [63-65]</td>
<td>▪ Anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) provides an interface between frontal action selection processes, limbic emotion or motivation processes, and motor output regulation [65-67]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ERP components in Normal Aging, MCI and AD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ERP feature</th>
<th>Elicited/Engaged in</th>
<th>Reflects</th>
<th>Latency (ms)</th>
<th>Amplitude (µV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>P50</strong> Exogenous sensory processes</td>
<td>Increases in Normal ageing Additional increase in MCI and AD</td>
<td>5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83]</td>
<td>5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N100</strong> Bottom-up information such as stimulus characteristics attention and memory-related variables [87-89]</td>
<td>Prefrontal cortex and the nucleus basalis</td>
<td>Increases in AD32 Correlates with changes in executive function and attention [85]</td>
<td>Declines in AD [85]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N200</strong> N2a/mismatch negativity (MMN) and N2b, represents short duration memory functions and preattentive storage [91]</td>
<td>Cognitive processes of stimulus identification and distinction [92]</td>
<td>Increases in AD32 Correlates with changes in executive function and attention [85]</td>
<td>Declines in AD [85]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P300</strong> Elicited by auditory, visual, olfactory or somatosensory stimuli [76,82,83,85,90]</td>
<td>Increases with normal aging and Sex related differences seen (chinese 5-year follow-up study: significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83]</td>
<td>5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83]</td>
<td>Positively correlated with executive function [95,93]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3a</strong> Focal attention [87-89]</td>
<td>Engagement of attention and processing of novelty</td>
<td>Orientation to a non-target deviant stimulus [92,93]</td>
<td>Declines in AD associated with decreased attention and executive function [95, 93]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>P3b</strong> When deviant stimulus is associated with a task</td>
<td>update in working memory [93,95]</td>
<td>amount of attentional resources allocated when working memory is updated [94]</td>
<td>Increases in AD [95]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slow Wave</strong> Negative deflection after P3b</td>
<td>Final stage of stimulus evaluation</td>
<td>Increases in AD [95]</td>
<td>Amplitude correlates positively with task demands and inversely with stimulus detection accuracy,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# Oddball paradigm: wherein two stimuli are presented in a random order, one of them frequent (standard) and another one rare (target). Eg: horizontal and vertical stripes and then checkerboard with fixation dots to evaluate focused attention. A modification of the task: a third, also infrequent novel distracter is presented along with the standard and rare target stimuli.

| **Table 2. ERP Components in Normal Aging, MCI and AD** |
|----------------|---------------------|----------|--------------|---------------|
| **ERP feature** | **Elicited/Engaged in** | **Reflects** | **Latency (ms)** | **Amplitude (µV)** |
| **P50** Exogenous sensory processes | Increases in Normal ageing Additional increase in MCI and AD | 5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83] | 5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83] | |
| **N100** Bottom-up information such as stimulus characteristics attention and memory-related variables [87-89] | Prefrontal cortex and the nucleus basalis | Increases in AD32 Correlates with changes in executive function and attention [85] | Declines in AD [85] | |
| **N200** N2a/mismatch negativity (MMN) and N2b, represents short duration memory functions and preattentive storage [91] | Cognitive processes of stimulus identification and distinction [92] | Increases in AD32 Correlates with changes in executive function and attention [85] | Declines in AD [85] | |
| **P300** Elicited by auditory, visual, olfactory or somatosensory stimuli [76,82,83,85,90] | Increases with normal aging and Sex related differences seen (chinese 5-year follow-up study: significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83] | 5-year follow-up study: Increases in normal ageing. Significantly increased in MCI [76,82,83] | Positively correlated with executive function [95,93] | |
| **P3a** Focal attention [87-89] | Engagement of attention and processing of novelty | Orientation to a non-target deviant stimulus [92,93] | Declines in AD associated with decreased attention and executive function [95, 93] | |
| **P3b** When deviant stimulus is associated with a task | update in working memory [93,95] | amount of attentional resources allocated when working memory is updated [94] | Increases in AD [95] | |
| **Slow Wave** Negative deflection after P3b | Final stage of stimulus evaluation | Increases in AD [95] | Amplitude correlates positively with task demands and inversely with stimulus detection accuracy, | |
The P300 (Table 3) is elicited by auditory odd ball paradigm aimed at discriminating between a standard, target and distracter tone wherein auditory cortical activity is used to distinguish amnestic MCI and dementia [82,83]. The P300 and N200 are ERP biomarkers currently in clinical trial. In a clinical study on 30 subjects with AD, 20 with MCI and 10 HC P300 latencies differed significantly between the groups (p<0.001) and the diagnostic ability was: sensitivity 87%-95%, specificity 90%-95% (for prolonged P3 latencies) and sensitivity 70%-75%, specificity 70%-90% (for prolonged N2 latencies) [84].

The ERP word repetition paradigm is an odd ball paradigm aimed at recording verbal ERPs aimed at eliciting the N400 and the late positive component (LPC) P600 are useful to assess verbal episodic memory processes [85]. N400 amplitude is small for semantically "congruous" words/contexts, repetition of words in lists of unrelated items or in normal conversation, but large for semantically "incongruous" words/contexts. The P600/LPC recorded in left temporal channels between 400 and 1000 ms following a stimulus. The medial temporal lobe is associated with declarative memory (binding item with context).

Abnormality/Decline in latency and amplitude indicate a 87 to 88% conversion rate to dementia while HC have a 11-27% chance of conversion [85,86].

Table 2 provides a brief overview of the ERP components in normal aging, MCI and AD [76-97,98]. Figure 2 and Figure 3 present results of three published studies on ERP components, normal aging, MCI and AD clearly illustrating the diagnostic ability of ERP components in distinguishing normal aging, MCI and AD [23,81,83,84]

### Alpha waves and cognition

Alpha waves (frequency 8-12 Hz and amplitude 10-150μV) discovered in 1924 by Hans Berger are electrical waves emitted by the cerebral cortex of the brain [99]. There are several theories on the generators of alpha waves (Figure 4): a) thalamus model, b) cortical generator model, c) thalamo-cortical model and d) thalamic neural mass model [100-103]. Figure 1a and Figure 1c show the pertinent Alpha wave form recorded using NeuralScan by Medeia has inbuilt software to carry out routine clinical assessment of EEG wave forms (alpha, beta, theta or gamma) both for research and clinical purposes.

Earlier studies on their predominance and origination led to the hypothesis of "cortical idling" [104]. The theory (Figure 4) attributes alpha wave origin to the occipital lobe/areas of the cerebral cortex not in use/idle and fronto-central cerebral cortex during semi-arousal period (inverse of rapid eye movement-REM sleep). Studies on their predominance showed increased alpha waves (event-related synchronization or ERS): during eyes closed in wakeful relaxation but not sleepy state and when a person is on auto-pilot/prior-to-a-mistake/idle/not-paying attention with reduced alpha waves (event-related desynchronization or ERD) with eyes open, drowsiness and sleep.

However work in the area of cognition showed the converse, that alpha ERS also occurs during competing tasks and focused attention and had an important functional role in cognition. Here, in order to "carry out a task’/’focus ones attention', one had to block/suppress/ inhibit certain task-irrelevant cortical regions and unblock/express/ release from inhibition the task-relevant regions of the cortex; the inhibition-timing hypothesis (Figure 4) [105]. In such instances alpha ERS was seen in task-irrelevant cortical regions with alpha ERD in task-relevant regions of the cortex. Most studies have been conducted in areas where top-down (cognitive) versus bottom-up control was evaluated in response to an event. These characteristics have been investigated over the years to identify their role in brain and mental health and disease states. The present work focuses on the a) role of alpha waves in cognition, and b) cognitive impairments seen in: i) normal aging, ii) presenile and senile dementia of the Alzheimer’s type (SDAT).

Alpha-oscillation-influenced-cortical-functionality is today known to influence the somatosensory, visual and auditory system and cognition based on the inhibition-timing hypothesis [105,106].

Haegens trained a monkey (Pavlov-Operant learning/memory) to identify if the second vibrotactile stimuli (f2) to the right fingers (500-ms pulse trains with frequencies of 10–34 Hz. lasting 20 ms.) presented after a 3-s retention period was of lower or higher frequency than the first (f1) by pressing a button following a 3-s forced delay with a reward in terms of a drop of liquid [107,108]. Local field potentials (LFPs) and spikes from primary somatosensory cortex (S1), secondary somatosensory cortex (S2), dorsal premotor cortex (DPC), medial premotor cortex (MPC), and primary motor cortex (M1) were recorded. Alpha ERD was observed during somatosensory discrimination, stimulus presentation and, in premotor and motor regions, during the decision delay, but the decrease was less pronounced in sensory regions and overall it was inversely correlated with better task performance.

The study also illustrated that alpha oscillations played an important top-down functional role in both sensory and motor processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Particulars</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal aging</td>
<td>Abnormally low (&lt;8Hz) alpha waves with temporal intermittent polymorphic slowing that was lateralized to the left side without focal neurological or neuropsychological abnormalities. Increased fast activity, diffuse slowing, and focal disturbances</td>
<td>[115,116]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy Controls (HC) versus MCI</td>
<td>Increasing alpha power, enhanced alpha coherence, objective and working memory disturbances distinguish cortical processing of MCI and controls during memory activities.</td>
<td>[114,118,119]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC, MCI without DM, MCI with DM</td>
<td>Peak power frequency of alpha 2 is higher, with significantly higher hippocampal atrophy and alpha-2/alpha-1 power ratio among MCI with DM, than MCI without DM and HC groups</td>
<td>[128]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiating frontotemporal dementia (FTD) from Alzheimer’s disease (AD)</td>
<td>HC α-generators are in the posterior regions of the brain. Additional α power decrease in AD compared to HC, δ power increase, with α1, α2, β1 and β2 lower in AD compared to HC, and HC increase in δ power decrease producing a shift to more anterior regions i.e., “antiorization” of α rhythm.</td>
<td>[129]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory and Attention modulation</td>
<td>Alpha waves play a crucial role in sensory gating aiding in focused attention via attention modulation. They block or prevent intrusion of irrelevant memories/tasks and promote via a release from inhibition of relevant task/memories.</td>
<td>[130-132]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The question of how alpha wave oscillations influenced cognitive aspects at the physiological level was illustrated by alpha ERD resulting in cell firing (action potential, AP). The pulsed phasic and inhibitory aspect of alpha ERS was highlighted at baseline and during retention especially in the motor and pre-motor regions. Here a direct relationship was observed, as stronger the ERS, stronger was the inhibition. Studies on monkeys presented with either a visual or auditory stimulus also showed ERS increased auditory stimulus detection in V2 and V4 with ERD in V1. Further V1, V2 and V4 coherence decreased with decreased visual attention. In the inferotemporal cortex (IT, involved in visual processing), alpha ERD resulted in faster auditory detection while prestimulus alpha ERS increased with visual attention and resulted in increase in AP firing at the physiological level [107-109].

In a study on 18 healthy human subjects aged 25-33 years (female%: 61.1%); a visuoelectrical stimulus was presented to either the left or the right hand [110]. Subjects were cued by an arrow to indicate which hand was going to be stimulated. They were also made familiar to what a low frequency and high frequency stimuli was like. After a prestimulus of 1.4-s an electrical stimulus (240ms pulse train) was presented to the cued had immediately following presenting a "distracter" stimulus (one pulse) to the non-cued hand, while the subject was instructed to keep their eyes fixated on a fixation cross. If the subject felt that the electrical stimulus was of a lower frequency they were required to press the lower button and if it was of a higher frequency the upper button.

Findings were; top-down alpha activity was seen and alpha power at prestimulus in the primary sensorimotor regions was strongly lateralized [110]. Alpha power increased with accuracy and speed of the response and as the subjects became familiar with the cue and their power of discrimination increased. While lateralization was directed by alpha ERD at prestimulus contralateral to the cued side, it was driven by slight ipsilateral ERS if the cue was presented to the right hand. Both ipsi- and contralateral cueing was followed by alpha ERD over the left
sensorimotor cortex which marked preparation for the motor response. Better ERS over the ipsilateral somatosensory regions resulted in better somatosensory WM performance [110]. In a cued spatial attention study where subjects were cued to either direction their attention to their hand or foot alpha accordingly ERS was observed in the respective areas where attention was paid [111].

If one considers the working brain as a network of regions with information being routed to task-relevant regions and blocked/gated via inhibition in task-irrelevant regions [112]. Then as alpha activity is the strongest signal recorded by EEG it is therefore probable that information routing in task-relevant regions via alpha ERD and inhibition in task-irrelevant via alpha ERS could be a key player. Further, alpha activity in task-irrelevant areas could be used as a surrogate marker of optimal task performance in a task-relevant region [112].

**Alpha waves and Cognitive impairments in normal aging and dementia**

Studies using EEG signals and neuroimaging have correlated their activity and the parietal lobes with different kinds of cognitive information processing (memory, language, concept retrieval and music processing) [113,114]. Table The lateral prefrontal cortex, mediotemporal areas, posterior association cortex, temporal lobe, hippocampus, and parietal lobe are functionally involved with memory in general and working memory, which is responsible for information encoding, maintenance and decoding [114]. Thus age related changes in these areas would result in changes in brain wave oscillations and coherence [114]. In terms of EEG changes aging was earlier characterized by slowing of the alpha rhythm, increased fast activity, diffuse slowing, and focal disturbances [115]. Increasing alpha power, enhanced alpha coherence, objective and working memory disturbances distinguish cortical processing of MCI and controls during memory activities.

In a study of 12 cognitively and physically healthy participants (age: mean 94 years, range: 91-99 years; females% 66.7%, and MMSE mean score 29; range: 26-30) from the 90+ Study; 10 out of the 12 had abnormal EEG rhythms, background alpha rhythms were found to be abnormally low (<8Hz) with temporal intermittent polymorphic slowing that was lateralized to the left side without focal neurological or neuropsychological abnormalities [116]. Temporal slowing is attributed to deep cerebral white matter hyperintensities in >84 year old subjects [117].

In three studies (n=69) that compared EEG coherence and working memory (WM) in subjects with mild cognitive impairments (n=35, age range=52–71 years) and healthy controls (HC; n=34, female%:50%, age range=51–63 years) inter- and intra-hemispheric coherence with eyes closed for alpha-1 (8.0–10.0 Hz), alpha-2 (10.5–13.0 Hz) was examined [21, 25-26]. Inter-hemispheric coherence of F3-F4, C3-C4, P3-P4, T5-T6 and O1-O2 electrode pairs and intra-hemispheric coherence of F3-C3, F4-C4, C3-P3, C4-P4, P3-O1, P4-O2, T5-C3, T6-C4, T5-P3 and T6-P4 electrode pairs were evaluated [117,118,119]. The inter-hemispheric coherence values in MCI patients were significantly higher than that in controls during all three working memory levels and especially so in the left-right centrals (C3-C4) and left-right parietal (P3-P4). HC and MCI groups did not differ (p>0.05) by Mini-mental state examination (MMSE) and resting inter- and intra-hemispheric EEG coherence between two groups at rest. However, the MCI group was significantly higher (p<0.05) than HC in inter- and intra-hemispheric
EEG coherence for working memory tasks. The finding was attributed to MCI subjects having developed a higher degree of inter- and intra-hemispheric functional connectivity during working memory task as a compensatory mechanism for failure of normal cortical connections in order to maintain processing effectiveness however processing efficiency was reduced. Further coherence values fell at WM1 below resting condition (i.e. alpha ERD occurred) and then rose higher and higher for WM2 and WM3 (i.e. alpha ERS occurred) serving to illustrate that working memory tasks too exhibited the “focal ERD/ERD” phenomenon.

A Theta/Alpha Ratio study showed that younger adults differentially recruited disparate neural regions and frequency bands than older adults in response to task engagement. Greater prestimulus interval alpha power was found in the occipitotemporal areas followed by higher theta power with relative decrease in alpha power in the study phase in medial/temporal channels by older adults. They also showed a task-related decrease in alpha in the lateral parietal cortex, lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), and lateral temporal regions particularly on the left (all studies were on right-handed individuals) which could be attributed to alterations in blood circulation and metabolism. Younger adults showed greater relative beta power during the post-stimulus period compared to the pre-stimulus period [120].

EEG and QEEG studies have shown that individuals with diabetes (DM) are at an increased risk for developing dementia [121]. Peak power frequency of alpha 2 (alpha-1:8 to<11.0 Hz, alpha-2:11 to <14 Hz) is higher, with significantly higher hippocampal atrophy (6 (37.5%), 2 (12.5%), 0 (0.0%), p < 0.05) and alpha-2/alpha-1 power ratio among MCI with DM, than MCI without DM and HC groups [122]. Increase in the alpha power (alpha 2) could be due to hyperpolarization at thalamic level [122].

EEG studies have also been used to differentiate between frontotemporal dementia (FTD) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) both of which have clinically overlapping symptoms [123]. In normal subjects (HC), α generators are in the posterior regions of the brain. In AD patients compared to HC, showed a significant δ occipital power increase with significant parietooccipital α1 and temporal α2 power decrease and widespread β1 and β2 power decrease with a decrease
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**Figure 4. Theories on role of Alpha oscillations in cognition and brain function**

**Event-Related synchronization (ERS): Increase in alpha amplitude/power;**

**Event-Related desynchronization (ERD): Decrease in alpha amplitude/power**

---
of posterior α activity producing a shift to more anterior regions i.e., “anteriorization” of α-rhythm. FTD patients compared to HC showed a decrease of δ power and higher α2 and β1 values over the posterior regions.

This disparate neural recruitment, compensatory mechanisms (illustrated by increased hemispheric coherence) due to nonselective recruitment/dedifferentiation, combined with alpha modulations linked to top-down attention and sensory gating [105,106], even when hippocampal volumes were preserved in could be a reason why older adults require more effort to filter out distracting information while slower response times, could be due to a deficit in speed of processing deficit [120-122].

Therapies aimed at improving alpha oscillations

In terms of therapies aimed at improving alpha oscillations studies have shown that cholinergic neuromodulation either drug-induced or by induction of large alpha power via neurofeedback training or repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) or via the technique of using flashing lights, with parallel sound, in a binaural beats activation version resulted in improvement in the top-down impact of spatial attention on alpha oscillations in the human visual cortex [123,124].

Thalamocortical interactions modulate α-rhythms which in turn modulate the transmission of sensorimotor and cognitive information among subcortical and cortical pathways. The cholinergic theory proposed that a significant decrease in the presynaptic cholinergic material in cortical synapses with cognitive dysfunction in normal elderly people and patients with AD. Significant reduction in coherence is associated with increased genetic susceptibility of ApoE and derangements in the transfer of cholinergic neurotransmitter [123,124]. Cholinergic neurons i.e acetylcholinesterase (AChE)-positive neurons modulate cortical processing and responses to new and relevant stimuli. Butyrylcholinesterase (BuChE)-positive neurons play a role in attention [125-127]. AChE and BuChE in thalamic nuclei project diffusely to the cortex and frontal cortex respectively. Cholinergic stimulation results in a shift towards faster frequencies, whereas interference with cholinergic function or a hypofunctional cholinergic system leads to an increase in slow wave activity [127]. Treatment with cholinesterase inhibitors helps inhibit acetyl and/or butyryl cholinesterases that are responsible for the breakdown of acetylcholine in the brain [125-127]. The power increase of alpha spectral power correlated with the modulation of butyrylcholinesterase on thalamic nuclei restoring of the cholinergic system to near physiological levels resulted in the improvement of cognitive performance [128-130].

In terms of Alpha wave entrainment, in a study of 75 individuals: elderly without dementia diagnosis (n=15) (EWD), elderly diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease (EDP) (n=15), elderly diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease (EDA) (n=15), children with normal cognitive development (CND) (n=10), children with autism (CA) (n=10), and children with intellectual impairment (CII) (n=10). Brain stimulation by light and binaural beats was carried out for 15 minutes, i.e. at 0-to-3-minute waves were induced at 8 Hz, at 4-to-6- minute waves at 10Hz, the 7-to-9-minute waves at 12Hz, the 10-to-12-minute waves at 14 Hz, and the 13-to-15-minute waves at 15 Hz were induced. Improvements in word recognition and working memory were seen. The CA group i.e. autistic individuals, who had significantly lower brain excitability compared to HC in the beginning showed an increase in brain excitability which though temporary in the present study is indicative of the possibility of neuroplastic changes [124].

These findings have enormous implications not only for individuals with AD and Parkinson’s but also in diseases/disorders which could benefit by improving motor functions namely; post-stroke situations, temporal lobe activation of autistic children, attention concentration improvement of children diagnosed as low learners, working memory and attentional deficits of hyperactive children, and for children kinesthetic sense improvement [123,124].

Conclusion

Aging gracefully and prevention and control of dementia and Alzheimer’s will be possible only if research, discovery, industry and therapy work seamlessly to ensure the bridging of gaps and quick translation of research. A better understanding of neuron chatter/ firing via EEG and an integrated approach in neurocognitive research, development and therapy is a step in the right direction. NeuralScan by Medea is one such example of a clinician friendly EEG machine, that was developed for the clinician guided by their feedback, which also features the latest technology both from the standpoint of industry and research. Knowing the role and features of Alpha waves and ERP components in normal cognition and their change in features during cognitive impairments seen in aging, MCI and AD is imperative when planning and designing better and more appropriate diagnosis, management and treatment modalities.
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